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Masters Program in Literature, Program-specific Course 1. 

Literary Worlds: Interpretation  (Autumn 2012) 

Instructors: Paul Schreiber (course coordinator), Claudia Egerer, Harald Fawkner 

Sept. 4, 11, 18 & 25 

(10-12, 13-15)  

Lectures for PS1 and PS2 at the Department of Literature – see 

handout for lectures and reading. 

Mon. Sept. 3  

14-15 in E397 

Introduction. Paul Schreiber and Stefan Helgesson  

Wed. Sept. 12  

10-12 in E890 

 

The Mirror and the Lamp: Classical Visions of Interpretation.   

Paul Schreiber  
Reading: Introduction to Theory and Criticism (Norton Anth.1-33) 

Plato:  Republic Books II, III, VII, 

Aristotle:  Poetics  

Kant: Critique of Judgment* 

Schleiermacher: Hermeneutics  

Arnold: “The Function of Criticism at the Present Time* 

Brooks: The Well Wrought Urn 

Benjamin: “The Work of Art in the Age of …” (1046-1071)* 

Wed. Sept. 26  

10-12, in E890 
Theories of Poetry. Paul Schreiber 

Reading: Plato:  Republic Book X  

Horace: Ars Poetica              

Sidney: “An Apology for Poetry”* 

Wordsworth: “Preface to Lyrical Ballads”* 

Coleridge: Biographia Literaria  

Shelley: “A Defence of Poetry”  

Emerson: “The Poet”* 

Mallarmé:  Crisis in Poetry 

Poe: “The Philosophy of Composition” 

Eliot: “The Metaphysical Poets” 

Levertov: “A Theory of Organic Poetry” (handout) 

Wed. Oct. 10  

10-12 in E890 
Conceptions of Literariness and Interpretation. Claudia Egerer 

Reading: Jakobson, “Linguistics and Poetics”  

Barthes, “The Death of the Author”  

Deleuze/Guattari, “Kafka, “Toward a Minor Literature”  

Foucault, “What is an Author?”  

Wed. Oct. 17  

12-14 in E980 
Phenomenology.  Harald Fawkner 
Reading: selected poems by Edward Thomas (handout & online texts) 

Fawkner: "Metaphoric Acceptation" (handout) 

Wed. Oct. 24  

12-14 in E890 

Phenomenology. Harald Fawkner 

Reading: selected poems by F. S. Flint (handout & online texts) 

Wed. Oct. 31 

12-14 in E890 
Conceptions of Literariness and Interpretation (cont.) Egerer 

Reading: Blanchot, “The Language of Fiction” (75-85, handout) 

Lyotard, “Defining the Postmodern”  

White, “The Historical Text as Literary Artifact” 

Jean Baudrillard, “The Precession of Simulacra”  

Mon. Nov. 5  

10-11 in E890 

Conclusion and segway. Paul Schreiber and Stefan Helgesson 
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Course description 

 
This course introduces the long tradition of textual interpretation and interpretive theories 

within literary studies.  Key concepts are studied within the history of literary criticism from 

Plato on down: from mimesis to morality, from poetic genre to degeneracy.  The limits of 

literary interpretation are explored in relation to other forms of interpretation; authorial 

intentionality, the historicity of interpretation and interpretive validity are covered.  The 

course is designed to increase the student’s knowledge in these areas, as well as raise 

awareness of the ongoing and persistent debates about interpretational authority. 
 

Course Literature 
 
Literary texts 
selected poems by Edward Thomas and F.S. Flint (handouts and online) 
other texts according to seminar instructors 
 
Critical texts 
Most of the readings are taken from The Norton Anthology of Theory and Criticism 2

nd
 

 Edition, Leitch, Vincent, et al., eds.. New York: Norton, 2001. 
 

Course aims 

At the end of the course, students should 

 have acquired a broad knowledge about, and understanding of, different concepts and 

problems in interpretive theory, as represented by the readings for the course. 

 have acquired a critical perspective on the nature of textual interpretation and its 

conflicting positions and values. 

 have the ability to interpret literary texts with an awareness of the kinds of limits, 

pressures and foundational assumptions that are in place in those interpretations. 

 have developed the ability to present arguments about interpretive positions in written 

or spoken English, using the appropriate concepts and making the appropriate 

references. 

 

This is what we aim for. The means for this is conscientious preparation for each seminar, 

active participation in seminar discussion, focused responses to given assignments, and the 

independent production of written work. 

Course requirements 

To achieve the goals of the course, and be given a passing grade, you will be required to 

 Attend the seminars. That is, attendance is compulsory. Notify the course coordinator 

and the seminar instructor by e-mail ASAP if for some reason you will be/have been 

absent. For each seminar you miss you will be given an extra assignment to make up 

for your absence, but you are only allowed to miss two seminars. If you miss more 

than two seminars you will automatically fail the course. 

 Prepare for the seminars by reading the assigned texts in a critical and active manner. 

Also prepare by carrying out any other tasks that you have been assigned. 

 Participate actively in class discussion. During the seminars every one of us will take 

part in a discussion that aims at finding and probing the difficult questions that come 
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up when we investigate the nature of literature, interpretation and criticism. Come well 

prepared and be ready to contribute to constructive and critical exchanges. Since at 

each seminar you will communicate your main findings and questions to others, it is 

important to be prepared for this task. 

 Write and hand in responses to assignments given for each seminar by the instructors, 

which will include material submitted at the time of class as well as after. 

 Your performance will be assessed according to the following distribution: written 

assignments (60%), seminar work (40%). 

 

 

 

Contact info 

Course coordinator: Paul Schreiber; Office: E848 

Work phone: 16 43 03; Home: 08-732 71 32 (try to contact me within normal office hours). 

E-mail: paul.schreiber@english.su.se 

Claudia Egerer; Office: E827 

Harald Fawkner; Office: E819 

mailto:paul.schreiber@english.su.se
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Assessment and assessment criteria 

You will be continually assessed according to your performance in class, and according to the 

quality of your submitted assignments.  Your grade for the course will be averaged between 

all of the assignments as they are judged by the three instructors in the course. 

 

OUTSTANDING 
For a grade of A the student should … 

 Display wide-ranging knowledge of the themes and concepts covered by the course 

material and seminar presentations as well as a profound familiarity with the texts we 

have read. 

 Show the ability, in written work and in active class discussion, to critically analyze 

theoretical arguments and literary works in a manner that is on occasion innovative and 

often illuminating, consistently deploying appropriate critical concepts in an elegant 

way. 

 Present his/her arguments in a persuasive and coherent manner, in correct, fluent and 

idiomatic English, in a consistently academic style of writing and spoken delivery.  

EXCELLENT 
For a grade of  B the student should … 

 display a broad knowledge of the themes and concepts covered by the course material 

and seminar presentations as well as an solid familiarity with the texts we have read. 

 show the ability, in written work and in class discussion, to critically analyze theoretical 

arguments and literary works in a manner that is on occasion illuminating, with frequent 

and correct use of appropriate critical concepts.  

 present  arguments in a solid and coherent manner, in correct and fluent English, in an 

academic style of writing and in an acceptably formal register of spoken delivery  

GOOD 
For a grade of  C the student should … 

 display considerable knowledge of most of the themes and concepts covered by the 

course material and seminar presentations as well as an adequate familiarity with the 

texts we have read. 

 show the ability, in written work and in class discussion, to critically analyze theoretical 

arguments and literary works, with at least occasional and correct use of appropriate 

critical concepts.  

 present arguments in a coherent manner, in adequate English with only minor errors, 

with only some lapses from an academic style of writing and with a correct and fluent 

spoken delivery  

SATISFACTORY 
For a grade of  D the student should … 

 display basic knowledge of most of the themes and concepts covered by the course 

material and seminar presentations as well as some familiarity with the texts we have 

read. 

 show the ability, in written work and in class discussion, to critically analyze literary 

works and theoretical arguments, with some, basic use of appropriate critical concepts.  

 present his/her arguments in a largely coherent manner, in adequate English with only 

minor errors, in a consistent, formal register of writing and with a largely correct and 

fluent spoken delivery 
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ADEQUATE 
For a grade of  E the student should … 

 display basic knowledge of some of the themes and concepts covered by the course 

material and seminar presentations as well as a basic knowledge of some of the elements 

of plots, characters, settings and narrative structure in most of the texts we have read. 

 show some ability, in written work and in class discussion, to critically analyze literary 

works and theoretical arguments, with at least a minimal employment of technical terms. 

 present his/her arguments in an intelligible manner, in adequate English, in a largely 

formal register of written or spoken delivery, with some fluency and few errors.  

INADEQUATE 
A grade of F will be set if the student 

 fails the attendance requirements or fails to hand in assignments in time. 

 shows scant or no knowledge of the themes and concepts covered by the course material 

and seminar presentations; likewise shows very little or no familiarity with the texts we 

have read. 

 fails to reach a satisfactory level of critical analysis in written assignments and in class 

discussion, a failure that includes inability to properly use critical concepts. 

 fails to communicate adequately in English, with many errors and no sense of stylistic 

register. 

Any of these failures is enough for an overall fail. 

INCOMPLETE 
The Fx grade is set if the student has reached most of the Learning outcomes of the course, 

but must hand in revised or supplementary material in order to fully meet the requirements. 


